where "7 is the ratio of the specific heats. 
After factoring and reexpressing one obtains = AR.
(32)
Equat, ion (33) can be writ, t,en as an ADI algorit, hm
The 
where tileA's and /_'sare tileeigenvalue and eigenvector matrices of tileconvective Jacobian, respectively,defined in tileappendix by equation where B is defined in tileappendix A.2. Tlle advantage of (3.5)is that it involvesonly tileinversionof three scalartridiagonalmatrices, compared to tileoriginalform, (34),which requirestileinversionof three block tridiagonal matrices.
In contrast to tilediagonal ADI method, (3.5), tileblock ADI method treatstileviscous Jacobian matrices in a more exact manner and tilemethod allows tile use of implicit boundary conditions. As a result, tile solution of (29) based on tile block ADI method, , . . . , . . . , . . . The scaling of the current code is fairlysatisfactory up to 16 processors.
However, the parallelefficiency fox" more than 32 processors is only marginal due to excess memory-access time.
A hybrid MPI/"OpenMP concept that combines the best featuresof both MPI and OpenMP standards isproposed. This practicecan be coupled with the multi-block strategy of the current CFD code and is believed to offer the additional mileage needed to speed up the code fox"multi-node, multiprocessor computer architectures. 
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